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HE anxiety which always attends the launching 
of a new project, no matter how insignificant 
or grand it may be, is ours. 
And so with certain hopes and fears and aims we 
present to the friends and well-wishers of Prairie 
View this pioneer copy of THE PRAIRIE. In it we have 
given you a glimpse of our lives, something of the 
things that move us toward the high destiny which 
the founders of Prairie View have sought to make pos­
sible for us. We have placed into it something more 
and yet something which is unseen. 
It is the spirit of Prairie View, the spirit which has 
made it possible and which assures its perpetuity as 
the guiding spirit of the Negro youth of Texas. 
And thus we extend to those who may love the 
th ings  which  make  for  good  th i s  vo lume of  THE 
PRAIRIE, hoping that it will not only inspire but will 
also make glad the hearts of those who have some­
thing of the broadness of THE PRAIRIE in their nature, 
something of its expansiveness in their hearts. 
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Opening Day Sept. 6, 1916 
Registration Sept. 6-9, 1916 
Entrance Examinations Sept. 6-11, 1916 
Thanksgiving Day Nov. 30, 1916 
Winter Term Began Dec. n, 1916 
Annual Football Rally Oct- 21 > I9I^) 
Christmas Holidays Dec. 23-26, 1916 
Resumed Recitations Dec. 27, 1916 
Washington's Birthday Feb. 22, 1917 
Texas Independence Mar. 2, 1917 
Spring Term Began Mar. 6, 191/ 
San Jacinto Day Apr. 21, I9T7 
Final Examinations .May 15~1S, i9r7 
Senior Day May 19, i9J7 
Alumni Day May ib, I9T7 
Commencement Day May 21, I9t 7 
Home, Sweet Home May 22, 19x7 
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HISTORY OF SCHOOL 
HEN the pressure lets up there is always a revulsion from the thing— 
V Um S°°d or  —which individuals, severally or as a people, have been 
forced to do for any length of time. So that, in its early history, Prairie 
View being designed as purely an agricultural college, was largely an experiment, 
the race not having thrown off the incubus incurred from the horrid effects of 
slavery upon the mind, being just a few years removed from such long-lived and 
inhumane institution. 
It will have been thirty-eight years the 19th day of this coming April since 
Governor Oran M. Roberts approved and signed the Legislative Act creating and 
establishing Prairie View as a branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College 
of Texas. 
The Legislature only ordered the school located and established; the duty of 
determining and securing a place for same rested with some one else—just whom, 
available records fail to show. We do know that W. E. Minor, a native black of 
Mississippi and first principal of the school, was delegated by some authority, 
presumably and logically the Board of Directors, to seek out the spot. Among 
other places he visited this site, then known as Alta Vista, or Lofty ̂ Vision; form­
erly the old Kirby slave plantation, having been transformed into a'private school 
for white boys. 
Richard Wells—Dick Wells, as he is frequently ̂ called; "Dad Wells," as he 
is more familiarly known—was with Mr. Minor. They climbed into the attic of 
the old Kirby Hall and "took a view," as I have often heard "Dad" say, of the 
surrounding territory, and beheld such a beautiful view of prairie about here, they 
called the place Prairie View, which name it has borne ever since, except for being 
lengthened into Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College. 
Statistics are usually very dry but often very valuable. This historical sketch 
would be more interesting to readers of the "Annual" if the school had reliable 
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records from which statistics might be compiled. As a matter of fact, the school 
has no records of which it should boast, due to the fact it never had a regularly 
employed Registrar. But we have gathered from reasonably reliable sources the 
information that the Prairie View Normal has had five principals and one founder, 
excluding "Dad," namely: W. E. Minor, E. A. Anderson, L. C. Anderson, E. L. 
Blackshear and I. M. Terrell. It has two living ex-principals Professors Minor 
and E. A. Anderson having died in office during first two years of the school s 
existence. Professor I. M. Terrell is now principal, elected October 1, 1915, to 
succeed E. L. Blackshear, who resigned. 
From 1879 to close of L. C. Anderson's administration, June, 1896, the school 
had one hundred and seventy-two graduates; from 1896 to 1916, 1,528. The 
number of under-graduates ranges between eight and ten thousand. 
At first, and for twenty years, the personnel of the student body was com­
posed mainly of State appointees or persons who got a portion of their schooling 
free, which partly accounts for the fact that for seventeen years after the school 
was established it never enrolled over one hundred and forty pupils annually, due, 
of course, to the disposition on part of many to wait on appointments from their 
Representatives or Senators—thus seriously delaying their education. Appropri­
ations for support of these appointees was abolished by the Twenty-sixth Legis­
lature (1909) and immediately thereafter the attendance increased by leaps and 
bounds, until this year it reached the high water mark of over 925. 
The physical plant has not developed quite in proportion but has made re­
markable growth, when you think that at the beginning the famous old Kirby 
Building served the purpose of dormitory, laundry, recitation room and all. The 
estimated valuation of the plant now is $250,000. 
Prairie View stands at the head of schools of its kind among Negroes, having 
second largest physical plant of any Negro institution in the country. 
S3 
There are seven brick and eight frame buildings and thirty-three teachers' and 
officers' cottages on campus; appropriations available for three other brick build­
ings—$50,000 dormitory, $50,000 female industrial building and $15,000 laundry. 
With two deep wells, 100 and 563 feet, respectively, and a 30,000-gallon steel 
gravity tank, a 100,000-gallon reinforced concrete reservoir and two air -com­
pressors to facilitate the flow, the water supply is most excellent. There are 1,435 










acres of land—wood, pasture and farm—belonging to the school; 400 acres in 
cultivation, 50 acres comprising college grounds and campus. 
The school owns a dairy herd of 45 graded cows and several heifers. 
The institution maintains the following industrial courses: General farming, 
truck farming, gardening, dairying, canning, broom and mattress making, car 
pentering, blacksmithing and wheelwrighting, tailoring, shoe and harness making, 
printing, steam and electric engineering, heating and plumbing, laundering, block­
ing, cleaning and making hats, cooking, sewing and millinery. 
The following institutions are represented on our faculty: Straight Univer­
sity, Kansas A. and M., University of Kansas, Wilberforce, Wiley, Boston Insti­
tute of Technology, Chicago, Harvard, Bishop, Talladega, Selma, Allen, Tuskegee, 
Oberlin College, Fisk, Mico University of Jamaica, Hampton Institute, Cheyney 
Training School, Shaw, Provident, Pennsylvania State, Mount Hermon and 
Prairie View. 
We have four on the force who have been here: Uncle Paul, Casey, Captain 
and "Uncle Ab." All these men fill vitally important positions and I guess that 
accounts for their popularity with the students as well as for their perpetuity m 
their positions. The authorities appreciate the fact that an employee s efficiency 
increases with the number of years he holds down the same job; provided, of 
course, he was worth employing at first. 
Regarding historical social functions, instead of Junior-Senior hops, as is 
the custom in most institutions of this kind, there's a tradition of a Junior banquet 
to the Seniors and a Senior banquet to the Principal, coming down through suc­
cessive years and still in vogue. These are high social functions and are con­
sidered the gala occasions. 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years, Washington's Birthday, March 2nd, 
San Jacinto, National Independence and "Fridays" after examinations, are the 
legal and less legal holidays observed. 
The school, for some reason, won't commemorate Mr. Lincoln's birthday as 
a holiday. Maybe its calendar is already too heavy with days for observance; 
yet it seems a shame that the memory of a man who served the nation so well as 
this noble character should not be honored by keeping a day sacred to it. 
The school has its system of "Officers of the Day" and "Duties Girl,' which 
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lends opportunity for a wonderful study in human nature and character. In this 
the girls greatly outnumber the boys and incidentally, to the peculiar mystification, 
yet not stimulation, of the boys, sadly outstrip them in class work, having captured 
almost uninterruptedly the class honors or valedictory times without number. 
There has never been any hazing at the school, but barrels of fun by playing 
college pranks on unsophisticated greenhorns, like unto the present local treasurer 
at the time he entered College; and who, after becoming domesticated was the 
chief among devils during middle ages of the school at starting fun to the other 
man's chagrin. 
There's a tradition of the school—an inviolable, eternal, immutable law that 
he (or she, either for that matter) who is caught stealing in examinations must 
go home. 
What has become of the old-fashioned student who appreciated what it meant 
to be identified with an enterprise like the Prairie View School, and who felt that 
he was personally responsible for the good name of the school? Where's the 
spirit that created the atmosphere which bred such loyalty ? 
Vw piiximc > 'i 7 
OFFICERS OF 
ADMINISTRATION 
I. M. TERRELL Principal 
CHAS. ATHERTON Dean and Chaplain 
R. L. ISAACS Treasurer 
A. E. MCMILLAN Secretary of Faculty 
A. L. EVANS (Deceased) Dean of Women 
C. H. GRIGGS Dean of Men 
DRS. MAHAN AND SEARCY College Physicians 
G. W. BUCHANAN Librarian 
S. A. MCCALL... Hospital Nurse 
S. E. HANCOCK Assistant to the Dean of Women 
I. MACNEAL Assistant to the Dean of Women 
C. LEWIS Assistant to the Dean of Women 
H. J. MASON Secretary to the Principal 
A. B. PORTER Assistant Treasurer 
A. MORRIS Secretary to W. P. Terrell 




J. P. BROWN Bookkeeper to Steward 
M. E. BUTLER. ...... .Sunday School Superintendent 
E. A. CARTER Y . M .  C .  A .  ( S e c r e t a r y )  D i r e c t o r  
M. T. SIMS Y . M .  C .  A .  S e c r e t a r y  
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BOOK II  
THE FACULTY 
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in Jlemortam 
M .  A. BLACKSHEAR, assistant in the Me­chanical Department, whose death from 
pneumonia on the 14th day of January 
was a source of much regret to both students and 
faculty, by whom he will be sadly missed 
Miss A. L. Evans, Dean of \\ omen, who departed 
from this life after the Annual had been completed. 
No incident during the college year has so profoundly 
affected the students as this untimely loss. Not only 
Prairie View, but all Texas and young women of the' 
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MFSS M-JS/MTFJ", 
Arrz JNH/rrottr. /̂ FGFS-TRAR. 
P#or.R..F. JOHNSON F 
/NST. IN ?HOEMAKIN(K 
PROF P. L. CARWN, D. V.M. 
PROF or Per. RC/FNCF. 
PRQF.A.M, LEWIS. 
//VST. TNBLACKSM/TH/NG. 
PROF. E. D. WILLIAMS 
In charge of Experiment Station 
PROF. H. S. ESTELLE 
Assistant in Agriculture 
PROF. M. E. BUTLER, A. B. 
Associate Professor of Latin 
MISS C. LEWIS 
Cooking 
H. C. ALDRIDGE 
Steward 
MISS F. SEALING, A. B. 
Assistant in Mathematics 
GEORGE M. ROLLIGAN 
Landscape Gardener 
PROF. A. RICHARDSON 
Tailoring 
PROF. T. W. PRATT, A. B. 
Associate Prof, of Mathematics 
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MR. J. P. BROWN 
Assistant to Steward 
1BKUM 
DR. J. G. OSBORNE 
Head of Department of Biology 
Sanitary Officer of the School 
MR. J. V. TYNES 
Instructor of Carpentry 
' : f' 
V..V 
The late Miss A. L. Evans, Dean of Women. 
For over a decade connected with the in­
stitution. Formerly a student of Ober-
lin College. A polished woman 
with finished tastes and rare 
judgment. The least tribute 
we could afford to pay 
her was a page in 
this book 
* "• 7 I 
BOOK III 
T H E  C L A S S E S  
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SENIORS 
PTJ . *17 
' ' ' ' " • '• " 
CLASS PRESIDENTS 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
GEORGE R. BOONE President of Senior Class 
L. L. HUBBARD President of Junior Class 
JOSEPH TERRY President of Sophomore Class 




"S" is only for our superstructure, 
"E" is only for our ecstasy; 
"N" is for nobleness by which we prosper, 
"I" is for our ingenuity. 
"O" is for our many obligations; 
"R" is right, and right will ever be. 
Put them all together they spell Senior. 
Nineteen-seventeen, old P. V. 
We've been through books both high and low, we've had no time to rest; 
We feel as if we've just begun, although we've done our best. 
We look at Freshmen as a babe, just learning how to walk, 
And Sophomores a tiny tot, but who knows how to talk. 
A Junior is a manish kid, you see, 
But we're the kind they all desire to be. 
Vw- > 'i 7 
CLASS  POEM 
LEROY DOTY, Class Poet. 
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Life is like a rigid cog wheel, 
Turned by an endless chain; 
Every morn brings another link, 
But the old never comes again. 
Why is life made this symbol? 
Here I will try to explain: 
Day after day are the links, 
Year after year is the chain. 
Let not the past links grieve us, 
They, too, were the present one day; 
Lack of our knowledge to seize them, 
We carelessly turned them away. 
Day by day we are climbing, 
Or day by day do we fall; 
This wheel of life never stoppeth, 
Then hasten to duty's call. 
Why is this wheel ever turning, 
And stops not for goodness nor crime? 
It turns on an endless cycle, 
By the infinite power of time. 
Days will come that are dreary, 
And the light once seen look dim; 
When the sunshine of progress has vanished, 
Increase your ambition and vim. 
Let all of your deeds be noble, 
And all of your thoughts be pure; 
Refrain from the low and the vicious, 
Where the essence of life is obscure. 
So live that when life is over, 
And your mortal form lies 'neath the sod; 
Those who may pursue you, 
Find joy in the path you have trod. 
PliAJUIt • -i 7 
HISTORY OF SENIORS 
illllllllllllllllllllllllil 
CLASS MOTTO : "With open eyes have we dared it, and we cherish no regrets." 
Illllllllllllllllllllllllil 
N September 3, 1913, a happy crew of young people, from various cities, 
towns, villages and hamlets of our "Lone Star State" in answer to wis­
dom's call, gathered at dear old Prairie View. When we had been here a 
few days, as a result of the decision of the Classification Committee, a jolly bunch 
of green "Freshmen" united themselves in a strong band of friendship with ever­
lasting ties. The general atmosphere about College seemed to have had for its 
object to crush all the life, spirit and "pep" out of the "Preps," as we were called; 
but this only served to unite us more firmly; as the year '13 and '14 advanced 
we caused the entire school to focus their attention upon the noisy Freshmen. 
The class proved its ability to work under adverse circumstances in the first 
rally that was given for athletics; we raised the highest amount and was awarded 
a large pennant with the school colors and '17 upon it. We have cherished it 
with fond remembrance of Freshmen days. Much credit for the life and success 
of the class is to be given to Prof. C. H. Waller, Mrs. Hancock, Miss Sims, Miss 
Robinson, and last, but not least, to the imposing spirit of the President. Thus 
the Freshman year closed with a degree of success to the majority of the class. 
In the early fall, about September 6, 1914, we were again united in sacred 
ties, with a number staying out and many new ones coming in. Under the wise 
leadership of Prof. N. A. Banks and other teachers we began our Sophomore year, 
or,, as some have said, to climb fool's hill. By the middle of the year we realized 
that our being here was a reality and within a short time our improvement accom­
plished for us the title of the "Classy Crew" or Sophs. The public was astonished 
with our Christmas entertainment. Baker's Follies was the talk of the hour. The 
play directed by Mrs. J. H. Crawford entitled, "A Scrap of Paper," won for her­
self and the class an everlasting impression. 
Dr. E. L. Blackshear, our beloved ex-principal, said the play was equal to 
plays he had seen in the first-class operas of our leading cities and betrayed the 
latent talent of the class, and that these young people were worthy of the highest 
PRAJftir »"i 7 jvvfcjpnyw* 
tribute of praise. Unfortunately for the class we lost two members that we loved 
very dearly, Mr. J. W. Roberts and Miss Lois Connor. They have gone from us 
to a better land, where "pain and sorrow" has no hand, and when our work on 
earth is done and we must fly above the sun, we know their welcome voices will 
bid us come to live with them and the Holy one. 
Being half way up "fool's hill" the year closed and found us scattering to and 
fro, all cherishing the fond hope to meet again in dear old Prairie View. 
A few months passed and on September 8, 1915, another grand reunion took 
place, with only a few of the former classmates returning. We had many new 
classmates, whom we welcomed into our circles. Many of them being high school 
graduates a tremendous amount of intellect was added, which served to make this 
year's history unparalleled during previous years. Now beginning the era of 
thought and common sense, we were much blessed with an entire class of men 
and women who were courageous and frank. They were known to stand for that 
which they were convinced was right and to condemn that which was wrong. 
We were under the care of Professors McMillan and Butler. This class is also 
known to have changed the tradition which had been practiced for twenty years, 
most especially the economical side of the annual features. 
It has been said by teachers in charge that the standing of this class was far 
above par. The year being about over our thoughts were turned homeward. 
After a few months vacation we returned to the campus to take on more culture, 
and found ourselves with new relations to the welfare and progress of our dear 
school. We began our new career with new inspiration, feeling that a new day 
was about to dawn upon us, which made us all mindful of the fact that we were 
saved to serve. Having these things foremost in mind each one sought his or her 
place in the life of the campus. The class is worthy of much praise for the untir­
ing energy some of its members have put forth to tear down class strife and make 
the school one grand brother and sisterhood. We feel that we are our brother's 
keeper. 
The class is to be commended on the splendid return of its members, more 
than fifty per cent having returned, with many new ones. 





JOE W. STUART 
215 Price St., Marlin, Texas 
Joe left his humble cottage in the fall 
of 1915 with a determination to find a 
way or make it. By diligent applica­
tion he became Assistant Chemist dur­
ing his senior year. Western Univer­
sity is awaiting his arrival. 
LOIS BANDY 
Brazoria, Texas 
Came through Prairie View from a 
Freshman up. Sturdy and unassuming, 
but of a gentle disposition. A lover of 
farm life and very much interested in 
rural advancement. 
FREEMAN E. BROWN 
(Timidity) 
Navasota, Texas 
Entered Praire View fall of '16. A 
graduate of Navasota High. Regular 
attendant at prayer meeting. Average 
scholar. Loves the "Movies." 
GERTRUDE ROSS 
(The Sand Crab) 
Port Lavaca, Texas 
Entered Prairie View the fall of '15. 
Accused of aquatic propensities because 
. of her bay shore home town. A very 
good example of pluck and courage. 
Succeeds at every undertaking. Has a 
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J. HANSEL CARTER 
Nigton, Texas 
John Hansel Carter, better known as 
Archimedes, is a graduate of the Nig­
ton High School. Entered P. V. fall of 




A very quiet and unassuming young 
lady. Decidedly of Christian character. 
An average student. 
B. Y. ACOCK 
(Baby) 
Rockdale, Texas 
A graduate of Rockdale High spring 
of '15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
For two years he has been the admi­
ration of the class in mathematics. He 
has latent talent which we hope he will 
develop in the future. A embryo in 
social life. 
ALLIE MAE LEWIS 
(The Sherman Squaw) 
420 N. Crockett St., Sherman, Texas 
Formerly a student of Wiley Univer­
sity. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
She is a cautious young lady and has 
a very sober disposition. 





W. C. DAVID 
Mexia, Texas 
Cullen entered Prairie View in the 
fall of '14; now having finished his 
Normal work will further his education 
in Northwestern University. His love 
for Mathematics gave him the College 
name of Euclid of his time. 
SADIE PATILO 
494 Galveston St., Beaumont, Texas 
Pat entered Prairie View in the fall 
of '16. A graduate of Beaumont High, 
spring of '16. Skillful at the piano. 
Will continue her music at Washington 
Conservatory. You will always find 
her pleasant and full of life. 
HENRY ROSS, JR. 
(Tree Top) 
555 Rivas St., San Antonio, Texas. 
Finished San Antonio High spring of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
An excellent chap, full of college spirit 
and a favorite among the girls. 
ANNA BELLE REED 
Victoria, Texas 
Fourth consecutive year at P. V. A 
charming little girl, vivacious and al­
ways bubbling over with humor. They 
call her "Tom Boy". 
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JEFF MEEKS 
Littig, Texas 
Formerly a student of Tillotson Col­
lege. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
Enjoys the distinction of being the first 
colored man to be sent as delegate 
from Texas to an International Y. M. 
C. A. Conference. Will finish in Agri­
culture also. 
BERTHA SESSUMS 
702 Wagner St., Houston, Texas 
Finished Houston High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Ab­
sent one year. Very jovial in disposi­
tion and has a winning personality. A 
leading soloist of the chorus. They call 
her "Smiles". 
SUSIE O. STARNES 
San Antonio, Texas 
Graduate of San Antonio High spring 
of '15. Entered Prairie View fall of 
'15. A very lovable girl. 
HETTIE McCANN 
Bonus, Texas 
Graduate of Wharton High. They call 
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L. O. BLACK 
435 S. Island St., Marlin, Texas 
Graduate of Marlin High spring of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
Orator of renowned ability and has 
won oratorical medals. Will continue 
his education in Northwestern Univer­
sity. 
TRUDIE AMITA STEWART 
Ponta, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. Ab­
sent two years; returned fall of '15. A 
girl of very winning disposition and 




Entered Prairie View fall of '13. 
Came from the Prep on through. Well 
known by everybody. A star football 
player and prominent in athletics gen­
erally. Expects to enter Meharry 
Medical College. 
RUTH NUNLEY 
813 E. Travis St., San Antonio, Texas 
Graduate of San Antonio High spring 
of '15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
She has been one of the most prominent 
members of the class and might better 
be called "Pep," in that she is always 
full of that rare and elusive quality. 
*3 
MATTIE THOMPSON 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
very diligent young lady, closely ap­
plied to her studies. 
CORA SHANKLIN 
Newton, Texas 
A sturdy young lady of model habits 
and unassuming ways. Very studious 




Devotes her time to roaming the for­
est, picking wild flowers and herbs; 
also to the study of her favorite sub­
ject, English. 
MRS. DORA BROWN 
Bay City, Texas 
Has made herself very, very popular 
in Prairie View. She is one of the 
most brilliant of her class and her apti­
tude and sweet disposition have made 
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CLARA J. SMITH 
(Sunbeam) 
Kosse, Texas 
A true temperance young lady. En­
tered this institution in '13. For four 
years she has endeavored to fullfil 
every duty required. 
GLADYS HOWELL 
McKinney, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14 and 
is loved by all the students. She will 
do an extra year's work in her studies. 
PERNELLA HARRIS 
Has the honor of finishing in the Lit­
erary Course, also Domestic Art. 
JULIA GREEN 
Longview, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. 
Graduate of Longview High. A very 
studious young lady and cares very 
little for the social world. Indications 
are that she will become a good teacher. 
11 
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I. C. ADAMS 
Calvert, Texas 
Finished High School work at Cal­
vert and entered Prairie View fall of 
'15 as a Junior. She was a very active 
member in Junior class and Senior as 
well. She is a quiet, modest young 
lady and leads an ideal life. 
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E. A. JOHNSON 
Port Lavaca, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14 as a 
Sophomore, and is a very ambitious 
student, especially along his line of in­
dustry. He will finish in Carpentery 
and expects to pursue a higher course 
in Howard University. 
ill 
fe! 
L. L. BAKER 
R. 1, Box 8S, Klondike, Texas 
Entered school in the fall of '13. He 
is better known as "Red Baker". He 
was one of the hardest tacklers that 
Prairfe View has ever produced. He is 
always full of life. 
L. A. BUSH 
Bellville, Texas 
Formerly a student of Mary Allen 
Seminary. Entered Prairie View fall 
of '15. She is a genius in Domestic 
Art. Will continue her course in Tuske-
gee, Alabama. She is generally known 
on the campus as "Pet". 
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S. N. EGHOLS 
Mexia, Texas 
Attended Paul Quinn College: WOS-U). 
Entered Prairie View fall of I4. 
played an important part 111 athletic 
circles during his college career. 
THELMA McCALL 
Prairie View, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of 15. Very 
winning little girl; studious and pos-
essed of charming personality. 
ETHEL McCALL 
Prairie View, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of 15. 
Like her sister she is very studious 
and is ambitious to be a famous woman 
in art. 
IRENE C. JONES 
Beaumont, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of 15. A 
graduate of Beaumont High. Very 
popular and always full of smiles. 
L| 'b 
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T. R. McCOY 
3704 McKinney Ave., Houston, Texas 
Graduate of Houston High fall of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. For 
two years a brilliant scholar. Promi­
nent member of the sweet man "soci­
ety". Has skill on the mangle and 
accuracy with the smoothing iron. 
MARIAN ELIZABETH SERVER 
(Floss) 
3104 State St., Dallas, Texas 
Graduate of Dallas High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Is pet 
of Dallas girls. Will pursue a higher 
course in a special field. 
GEORGE R. BOONE 
(Campus Agitator) 
Box 351, Huntsville, Texas 
A student of Tuskegee '11 and '12. 
JEntered Prairie View fall of '13, where 
he has attended for four consecutive 
years. Three times President of the 
class, viz: Freshman, Sophomore and 
Senior year. His ability as a leader 
has been clearly demonstrated through­
out his school career. Always a clever 






3520 Spence St., Dallas, Texas 
Finished Dallas High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Gets 
her appellation from her maternal 
ways. Has a musical heart and is an 
excellent pianist. 
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ALVARON PACE 
Huntsville, Texas 
"Sleepy," as his name implies, a very 
lethargic kind of fellow. Never in­
dulges in any form of athletics but al­
ways sticks to his hooks. 
SADIE V. MASON 
Giddings, Texas 
Graduate of Giddings High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. A very bright 
young lady, full of love for books and 
natural science. 
F. L. BANKS 
Box 351, Seguin, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
former student of El Paso High. 
(Euclid.) He might also be called a 
music master because of his fondness 





Graduate of Waco High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. A girl of 
Christian temperament and an active 







(The Black Jew) 
845 Sabine Pass Ave., Beaumont, Texas 
Finished Beaumont High spring of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of same 
year. Star football player. Also fond 




614 N. Eighth St., Waco, Texas 
Finished C. T. College spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of same year. 
Possessed of a charming disposition and 
carries a full cohort of friends. 
SIDNEY E. DAVIS 
(Deacon) 
Weldon, Texas 
Formerly a student of Tillotson Col­
lege. After three hard years of work 
in Prairie View will retire to a quiet 
cottage to till the soil. His knowledge 
of agriculture assures his success. 
MAUD ODELLE REED 
Hearne, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Very 
reserved and reticent. Takes great in­
terest in studies and known as a bril­
liant scholar. 
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S. VV. FARROW 
518 Bruce St., Cuero, Texas 
Entered Prairie View '15. Known as 
Piano Sam. Favorite baritone singer 
of Senior Glee Club. Ilat maker by 
trade. Expects to establish big hat 
firm. 
MAYMIE INEZ LIGHTFOOT 
(A Sweet Girl Full of Smiles) 
Bryan, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. A 
graduate of Bryan High. Miss Light-
foot. is loved by all on account of her 
sweet and lovable disposition. 
J. A. RILEY, JR. 
1223 Oso St., Corpus Christi, Texas 
Came to Prairie View the fall of '14. 
Better known as Old Jack. Secretary 
of B. B. C. He is one of the most 




1504 Chicon St., Austin, Texas 
Finished Normal Course Sam Hous­
ton College spring of '15. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. Well known 
as a piano artist. Expects to go abroad 
in the study of music. 
<»• «• 
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R. E. SIMMONS 
(Jack) 
Burkeville, Te xas 
Finished Burkeville High spring of 
'14. Entered Prairie View fall of '14. 
A studious young man. 
ELOISE NORRIS 
Littig, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. 
Made Junior class. Absent one year; 
returned fall of '16. A studious young 
lady. 
L. U. SMITH 
(Uo-right) 
Yoakum, Texas 
Finished Yoakum High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Is 
a very devout Christian gentleman. 
Noted for his seriousness and adher­
ence to rule. Is ambitious for a "big 
college" career. 
MAURINE C. LAWRENCE 
(Piano Chicken) 
Dallas, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. Very 
lively and a campus favorite. Plays 
piano very well, hence her nickname. 
Msimnuu 
WILLIAM WRIGHT BETTS 
Giddings, Texas 
Treasurer of Y. M. C. A. Entered 
Prairie View College fall of '15. Since 
that time he has led a very brilliant 
school career, winning many praises for 
his scholarly ability as well as for his 
life in Christian work. Representative 
of the Department of Agriculture, hav­
ing received the highest average of his 
class. He will finish his college work 
at Chicago University. 
LULA J. HARRISON 
(Doll) 
2206 Dowling St., Houston, Texas 
Entered Prairie View in the fall of 
'13 from Houston High; made Junior 
class by examination. After two years 
absence returned to join the Seniors. 
Finished both classes on the honor roll 
and stands fourth place in scholarship. 
Ideal young lady. Her example is 
worthy of emulation. 
ALPHIA JOE KIRBY 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. Be­
ing a graduate of Fort Worth High she 
was given the Junior class. We found 
her very pleasing and a lover of music. 
JOSEPH O. WILLIAMS 
(Reverend) 
2202 Gray Ave., Houston, Texas 
One who is able to bury the dead and 
cheer the living. A man of mystery. 
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HORACE C. SCHUYLER 
Henderson, Texas 
Horace C. Schuyler, the ladies' finger-
ring and historian, but will specialize 
in another field at an early date in the 
. University of Chicago. 
LOTTIE M. PIERCE 
(Jolly Tom Thumb) 
921 E. Line St., Tyler, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. Ab­
sent one year; returned fall of '16. 
L. E. McGENSLEY 
Box 154, Hempstead, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '16. 
Pious young man. Chairman of Social 
Service Committee of Y. M. C. A. Pre 





P. O. Box 261, Cuero, Texas 
A pious young lady. Loved by all. 
Her six years of experience as a teach­
er has prepared her for the ordeals of a 
school life. We need more Bessies of 
this kind. 
_ . ^ 
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MRS. M. E. BUTLER 
Prairie View, Texas 
Wife of Prof. M. E. Butler. A lady 
of marked ability as a scholar. Class 
orator for the class of '17. 
MRS. A. E. MCMILLAN 
Prairie View, Texas 
A woman of winning personality. 
Much admired by the other members of 
the class. 
MRS. HENRY RICHARD 
Prairie View, Texas 
A lively woman, always ready for a 
pleasant smile. A very good scholar. 
MRS. C. V. BOLDEN 
(Modesty) 
Navasota, Texas 
One of the loveliest women of the 
class of '17. A favorite among both 

















A friendly young lady. From all in­
dications she will live an old maid. 
Loved by her teachers and won for 
herself many friends. 
HELENA STARRS 
Hempstead, Texas 
Finished Hempstead High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. Is a star in 
the social world. An average student. 
Hopes to become a successful teacher. 
L. R. LOCKHART 
(Particular) 
2416 Dallas Ave., Houston, Texas 
ANNIE TRENT 
(Sweetie Dear) 
615 Wardsville St., Cleburne, Texas 
Finished Cleburne High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View '15. Much in­
terested in folk dancing. Expects a 
brilliant stage career. 
is 
It 
Entered Paul Quinn College '08 in the 
preparatory class, and attended to the 
Junior year. Being out of school two 
years he traveled extensively. After­
ward entered Prairie View, connecting 
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ALMA LANDRY 
(Yill) 
Box 33, Bryan, Texas 
Finished Bryan High. Entered Prai­
rie View fall of '14. A very attractive 
girl. Well loved by everybody. Smart 
and full of life. Expects to enter a 
"Big College" some day. 
FRANKIE D. FIELDS 
(South Texas Rose) 
Yoakum, Texas 
Finished Yoakum High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
shy maid with sparkling eyes. Always 
happy and has no desire other than to 
be a model woman. 
L. E. McBRIDE 
(Queen's Heart) 
Newton, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. A 
conscientious young man, yet full of 
life. Can't stand much fiddle music. 
Excellent in mathematics. He will get 
the money, but honest. 
Hempstead, Texas 
Formerly a student of Hempstead 
High School. Entered Prairie View 
in September, 1914. Better known by 
the students as " 'Possum King." He 
is a genius in Carpentery. Will con­
tinue his course in Wilberforce, Ohio. 
I. B. KEMP 
— 
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MISS GILLOHM 
(Cleo) 
Came to Prairie View this year from 
San Antonio. She has an exception­
ally pleasing personality and marked 
scholarly ability. She took "entrance 
examination" for Senior year and is to 
graduate with May class of '17. 
W. B. BAKER 
(Buttons) 
Greenville, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14; 
made Sophomore class. A college stage 
celebrity, famous for his "Follies." A 





Finished Bryan High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
girl of exuberant nature, always bub­
bling over with fun, and a cute little 
maid, withal. 
HILLIARD H. HARRIS 
(Grouchy) 
Carmine, Texas 
Has labored diligently in Prairie 
View for four years. Is worthy of much 
praise for his superior service in the 
dining hall. Hopes to become a success­
ful teacher. 




MARY E. TOWNSEND 
Victoria, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. Dur­
ing her four-year college career Mary 
has won a host of friends and admirers. 





Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
graduate of Beaumont High. Won fame 
in the social circle. Also a constant 
patron of our movies. She is to be com­
mended for her pleasing disposition. 
MAMIE WILLIAMS 
Seguin, Texas 
A very quiet and unassuming young 





Possessed with a great ability as a 
scholar; a magnetic power of influ­
ence and attraction, and with a won­
derful soprano voice unsurpassed in 
sweetness she stands as one of the 
fairest stars of her class. 
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MARY DONALD 
Marlin, Texas 
Graduate of Marlin High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. A very lov­
able little girl, much admired by many 




Graduate of Gonzales High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. Declared by 
the girls to be endowed with mystic 
powers. At any rate a very bright 
young lady. 
KATHRYN V. HENRY 
(Jack) 
2701 Taylor St., Dallas, Texas 
Graduate of Dallas High. Entered 
Prairie View fall of '15. Possessed of 
much wisdom and full of big town 
spirit. 
ADDIE E. McFARLAND 
Mineola, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. A 
very sturdy young woman full of the 
spirit of the old times and the char­
acteristic industry of the old-time 
mammy. 
E. M. KNIGHTON 
(Charlie Chaplin) 
Pollok, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '16; 
made Junior class by examination. 
Noted for brilliant intellect. Possessed 




A very studious young lady, intense­
ly devoted to her studies. Probably 
that is from whence comes her nick­
name. 
ANDREW LOVE 
(Satyr, also called Socrates) 
Calvert, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '14. Ab­
sent one year; returned fall of '16. We 
do not know whether this name comes 
from his intellectual attainments or his 
resemblance to the noted philosopher. 
SUSIE ISLER 
(Little Bit) 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. A 
graduate of Fort Worth High. Derives 










Has come from a "Prep" on up. A 
nifty chap, fond of studies, and some­
thing of a Beau Brummel. Lots of 
clothes and a favorite among the fair 
PEARL FLEMING 
2823 Lee St., Fort Worth, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of ' 15. 
"Smiles," so called because of her opti­
mistic attitude toward life. Likes books 
and the study of natural science. Never 
expects to be an intellectual star. 




Graduate of Calvert High spring of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
A very unobtrusive fellow; seldom 
seen except on way to class. Applies 
himself very diligently to studies and 
hopes to be a successful teacher. 
LUCILE EDNA FRAZIER 
(Mocking Bird) 
508 Navasota St., Austin, Texas 
Graduate of Tillotson College spring 
of '15. Entered Prairie View fall of 
'15. She has an excellent voice and 
will continue her training at Boston 
Conservatory of Music. Will be a 
credit to her. race in the vocal field. 
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MARSHALL POPE 
(Chauffeur) 
2121 Nashua St., Houston, Texas 
A quiet, modest gentleman. Loves 
his books and the ladies as well. He 
is noted for making the highest speed 




Possessed with that ability as scholar, 
also a social magnet. She is of a pious 
disposition. Has won for herself many 
friends. 
GEORGE M. GAULT 
(Trombone Wonder) 
Hillsboro, Texas 
Entered Prairie View in fall of '14. 
To all that know him he is genius, and 
it is thought that the world will soon 
know him as we do. He put the "G" 
in Geometry and "T" in Trig. A very 
ambitious kid. Will continue his edu­
cation in the East. 
RUTH CIIATAM 
Hempstead, Texas 
Daughter of the Watermelon King. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. She 
is to be complimented for her con­
stancy of four years labor. Is a social 
magnet. 
CURTIS C. TAYLOR 
(The Poet) 
2810 Ave. N, Galveston, Texas 
A graduate of Edna High School. En­
tered Prairie View fall of '14. Absent 
one year. Possessed of pre-eminent 
ability as a composer. Writer of three 
plays and producer of two in Prariie 
View. Sporting editor of the college 




817 N. Fourth St., Waco, Texas 
Finished F. I. S. College, Ladonia, 
Texas, spring of '15. Entered Prairie 
View fall of '15. One of the most popu­
lar girls on the campus. Singularly 
blessed with a sweet contralto voice of 
natural richness. Expects to enter a 




Entered Prairie View fall of '14. Ab­
sent one year; returned fall of '15. A 
very brilliant young man, devoted to 
hi»s books; also an active worker in 
Christian circles. An officer of the Y. 
. M. C. A. 
ARTELIA McDONALD 
Cedar Creek, Texas 
Has come through the whole four 
years in Prairie View. A very winning 
young girl with a host of friends. 
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T. D. WATKINS 
(Bell Ringer) 
Huntsville, Texas 
A man they all love to see, since he 
rings the bell at meal time. If he will 
enjoy as many blessings throughout 
life as have been heaped upon his head 
by the students he will undoubtedly be 




A graduate of the Jefferson High, 
class of '14. Entered Frairie View fall 
of "'15. A very bright student, ambi­
tious and of a sweet disposition. 
JOHN L. HARRIS 
Nacogdoches, Texas 
Has come through the whole four 
years in Prairie View. An easy-going 
chap with sturdy ways. 
MINNIE MAE TAYLOR 
Gonzales, Texas 
Graduate of Gonzales High, class of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
A bright student. 




PAUL G. MATHIS 
Jefferson, Texas 
Graduate of Jefferson High, class of 
'15. Valedictorian class of '17. One of 
the most brilliant young men in the 
college. Noted for his scholarly ability 
and faultless deportment. 
JOHNNIE C. MORRIS 
Rice, Texas 
A very modest young lady with 
Christian temperament. Identified with 
every Christian organization on the 
campus. The first colored girl to be 
sent from Texas to the International 
Y. M. C. A. Conference. 
M. L. PEEL 
(Old Man) 
Daingerfield, Texas 
An average scholar with quiet and 
unassuming ways. 
LUCY JONES 
A very quiet and unassuming young 
lady with Christian temperament. 





E. H. BAYLISS 
(Little Pete) 
1057 Christian St., Shreveport, La. 
Class Treasurer. Entered Prairie 
View fall of '15, making Junior class. 
Represents the Mechanical Department 
this year with average of 99 per cent. 
Will pursue further training at some 
high college. 
HELEN ALEXANDER 
Mount Enterprise, Texas 
A very modest young lady, endowed 
with enviable qualities as a Christian. 
An active Christian and social service 
worker. 
SETH NEWTON 
(The Roll Man) 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13 as 
Freshman. He has led a very interest­
ing school career. Is a star in the ath­
letic world, but very frail in the social 
world. 
ANNIE L. McGEE 
(F. E. B.'s Ideal) 
Mart, Texas 
Spends much of her time in planting 
spring models, love affairs and her fa­
vorite subject, Latin. She is a star in 
the Millinery Department. 
iu% 




Entered Prairie View fall of '13, 
where he remained for four consecutive 
years. Has the confidence and admi­
ration of the faculty and student body. 





Entered Prairie View fall of '16. A 
graduate of Victoria High. Her cheer­
ful disposition has won for her the love 
of the campus. You will always find 
her with a pleasant smile. Will take 
a cottage instead of college course. 
J. R. JOHNSON 
(Dynamo) 
Sherman, Texas 
Entered Prairie View fall of '13. A 
graduate of Sherman High. His skill 
in electricity has made his service in­
valuable to the Mechanical Department. 
Will continue his education in Boston 
Tech. 
NECIE ETTA ABSALOM 
(Dallas Mathematics Queen) 
326 Miller Ave., Dallas, Texas 
Graduated from Dallas High spring 
of '15. Entered Prairie View fall of 
'15. Very lovely disposition. 





Graduate of Dallas High spring of 
'15. Entered Prairie View fall of '15. 
A girl with a very sweet disposition, 
loved and admired by many friends 
and acquaintances. 
EFFIE FORROW 
518 Bruce St., Cuero, Texas 
Graduate of Cuero High spring of '15. 
Entered Prairie View fall of '15. "Fe," 
on account of her sweet and amiable 
disposition, is loved by all. 
ROSCOE LEWIS 
Beaumont, Texas 




Chappel Hill, Texas 
One of the four-year men, whose quiet 
demeanor has made him well liked 
by all. 
P I 











An athlete whose brilliant running on 
the football team and whose pitching 
on the baseball team makes him a star 
in the college world. 
DOVIE FEARONCE 
1724 Ghio Boulevard, Texarkana, Tex. 
Popular, beautiful, and brilliant. 
JOHN P. SUTTON 
514 N. Cherry St., San Antonio, Texas 
Scholar and gentleman, of distin­
guished parentage and historic tradi­
tions. 
MRS. PEARL ALEXANDER 
Marshall, Texas 
A good student, silent, modest and 
earnest. 
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The best football player in Texas. A 
captain who inspired his team and 
whose wonderful playing made him 
feared throughout the State. 
EFFIE FLANAGAN 
Elderville, Texas 
Who is so quiet that she was almost 
left out of this book. 
GEORGE NABORS 
Houston, Texas 
Quarterback on the football team, 
whose brains were the power behind 
the victories of our team. 
WILLIE TRIGG 
Bryan, Texas 
Center on the football team. The 
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EULA B. THORNTON 
Denison, Texas 




He who loves to argue and whose 
sporting tendencies must be curbed. 
VENORA BARRY 
Hallsville, Texas 
So tall, she looks down upon the 
world. 
CARL ASKEY 
A football and baseball star whose 
work placed our teams in the van. 
I I pigBf 1J51 
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(^•^HROUGH the horoscope of the future, looking down the vale of the fitful 
\j\j years to come, I can see the motley horde of intellectual disciples that 
compose the class of '17 of old Prairie View scattering broadcast through 
the land all the good seeds of thought and racial ambition that they gathered while 
within these gloomy walls. 
It is the year 2,000. The good old U. S. A. has undergone a sociological and 
economic revolution. Old-time standards have been swept away and a new 
kind of reform, based upon the philosophy that "the fittest must always survive," 
has been accepted by the world. And this great awakening was brought about by 
nothing less than the far-seeing statesmanship and crafty wisdom of our noted 
president, Mr. R. C. Alexander. He has marshalled his forces into working 
groups, compatible with the necessary work to be done, and swept the country 
over in a newspaper campaign of whirlwind proportions, and forced the country 
to accept the new reform. 
Each member of the class-of-T-7 has given up every vocational ambition and 
unreservedly given his life and talent to the cause. Through their permanent 
secretary, Mr. Curtis Taylor, they have kept in touch with one another and vied 
with the president in carrying on the great work. They have established a new 
standard of citizenship, a new idea of civil ethics, and have been designated as 
a distinct group of progressive citizens, new to the world. 
The female members have become traveling lecturers, known as "better home 
emissaries." Their duty is to spread the doctrine of cleaner, more beautiful homes, 
and more sanitary conditions in congested neighborhoods. They have organized 
throughout the country scores of "housecleaning brigades," composed of progres­
sive housewives. Their work is the talk of the press. Mr. Jeff Meeks, who during 
his college days evidenced journalistic talent of a high order, has established a 
newspaper known as the "Voice in the Wilderness," which is the official mouth-; 
piece of the class of '17. It has won a large circulation and in its columns may 
be found the very crystallization of the philosophy upon which the class of '17 has 
H 
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based its life work. Its home office is in a large Eastern city, and the plant ranks 
as one of the largest of its kind extant. 
Mr. Meeks has chosen on his editorial staff such brilliant men as Mr. L. O. 
Black and Mr. H. Schuyler. He has formed a printing corporation and the Hon. 
W. W. Betts has given his name as president of the company. In support of the 
doctrine of economic progressiveness, Mr. H. Ross, who has won the distinction 
of being one of the ablest lawyers of his time, has established a bank known as the 
"Economic Improvement and Trust Company." 
It is a huge repository for the earnings of "greater colored America." 
After the great war was over, the members of the class of '17 who had served 
with distinction on the European front under our gallant Col. J. P. Sutton, had 
a grand reunion on the old campus grounds amid the inspiring scenes of our 
college days. 
Here beneath the flag that waves proudly at the entrance to the lawn the vet­
erans, many of them bent and aged, passed in reunion before the Chief Executive 
and took off their hats with something of the old-time vigor as the College band 
played the strains of "The Star-Spangled Banner." 
JOHNNIE MORRIS, 
Class Prophet. 
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CONCERNING THE ANNUAL 
By CURTIS TAYLOR, Editor-in-Chief 
We send this book forth, trusting that in every particular it will breathe 
deeply the true spirit of Prairie View. We are conscious of the fact that the 
expectations of the public are high—and by every token, rightly so. Knowing 
this, we have done our best; and having done our best, we feel that we have no 
apologies to offer. 
Hi 
n i  
S editor of this, the first annual publication of the Senior Class, Prairie View 
State Normal and Industrial College, I feel, not that the responsibility of 
the task is too great, but that I am not fully able to grasp the complete 
significance of what this book may mean to the College, the students and the class 
of '17, and that in my limited judgment I may not be able to completely under­
stand the broad scope and sheer nobleness of the spirit of Prairie View. But it 
is the aim of this book to breathe that spirit, and if it succeeds in doing so, the 
reward is ours. 
Such a task as this is essentially the work of everyone in the school, but the 
immediate labor involved must necessarily be performed by a few. And it is to 
. speak a word concerning these, whose diligence and fortitude have made this book 
possible, that this page is primarily given. 
Mr. George R. Boone, managing editor, is a student whose whole college 
career has been one of service and loyalty. Mr. Jeff Meeks, on athletics, has 
always been a willing worker in any cause which makes for good. Mr. Sam 
Forrow is a cartoonist whose work would do credit to a professional, and his 
assistant, Mr. W. E. McKenney, is also a caricaturist of no mean ability. Miss 
Johnnie Morris, on organizations and publications, is an earnest and capable young 
lady, who is always identified with every progressive movement. Miss Lula Har­
rison, with College Year, has in an exceptional measure put the real college spirit 
into her work. 
Miss Alpha Kirby, on lyrics, is a natural musician, with a heart whose melody 
• • is reflected in her playing. E m 
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W. A. ADAMS 
A. H. ADAMS 
SIGNORA ADKINS 
W. J. BENTON 
EOLIS BUCHANAN 
J. S. BRADLEY 
WM. BROWN 
N. B. BARNES 
A. BOWIE 
LETHA M. CARTENES 
ODA LEE CORNER 
MILDRED CADE 
L. A. DAVIES 
ALFRED DAY 
WILLIE M. EWING 
LELIA C. ELAM 
ALLIE R. ENGLISH 







G. M. HUNTER 
RUBIE MAE HILL 




A. J. KEYS 










J. L. STANLEY 
J. W. SMITH 
MATTIE SCOTT 
G. K. TOMLIN 
CORNELIA TERRELL 
THOMAS H. TERRELL 
ANNA WATSON 







F. McGEE PITTS 
M. E. PORTER 
A. L. PRICE 
D. M. PORTER 
ARDELIA PARKER 
J. W. REESE 
CHRISTINA RICHARDSON 
WM. RICHARDSON 
FRED D. ROLAND 
LILLIAN THOMAS 
R. A. SMITH 
W. F. SMITH 
CLARENCE SCOTT 
J. L. SCOTT 
BISHOP STEVENS 
AUTRY THOMAS 
A. E. THOMPSON 
ALLEN TAYLOR 
J. H. LACY 




A. W. YOUNG 
FLOSSIE M. MOORE 
EVELENA JOHNSON 
GLOVER C. MONTGOMERY 
JAS. L. MATHIS 
H. K. WRENN 
WILMER CHANDLER 
C. V. MASON 
ALLIE M. DURDEN 




R. E. JONES 
ATHAE BLACK 








L. V. ATKINSON 
KATIE ROB WHITE 
VANDALIA WALLACE 
IDA MAE WILSON 
W. V. WATSON 
MOLLIE L. ABNEY 
FLORENCE O. BUTLER 





BLANCHE E. HENDERSON 
NANNIE LEE HERROD 
GEORGIA HALL 
ISAAC McICINLEY KELSEY 




ELLA B. SNELL 
JOHNNIE SHOLARS 
PERCY M. TURNER 
HOBART TAYLOR 
FANNIE L. WAGNER 
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JUNIOR ROLL—Continued 







OUEEN V. CLEAVER 
ANNIE A. CROWE 
ELOISE CHAMBERS 
PARTHENA ELIOTT 







C. J. B. HOCKLESS 





















RUTH M. SKELTON 
ESTER SMITH 
ROWENA SMITH 
GOLD IE SAMS 














OPHELIA L. ADAMS 
SIGNORA FLANAGAN 
LILLIE M. MIKE 
PHYLLISS ALFORD 
B. T. ALLEN 
COMELIUS BLACKMAN 
JAMES H. BRANCH 
HALLIE Q. GRAY 
LEVI CURL 
J. H. CLAY 
W. H. GOVAN 
BLANCH EVANS 
CLEO FLOYD 
R. E. GOODEN 
MATTIE HANKS 
C. L. HAMMONDS 
L. D. HARRIS 
L. L. HUBBARD 




ANNA BELLE CLAY 
JEANETTE E. COFFMAN 
CARRIE L. CARROLL 
HAGAR A. CHOICE 
DORA EVANS 
GLADYS GOREE 




SALONE B. LEONARD 
ALVIA LEWIS 
V. A. LILLIAN 
BETTIE JONES 
J ANNIE E. MORGAN 
BEATRICE B. MULLIN 
MYRTLE McCOY 
DANIEL W. MARTIN 
HELEN NICKENS 
CATHERINE GARRETT 
J. G. PEARSALL 
LULA LEONA PRICE 
THELMA LEE PRATER 
LEONARD RICHARDS 
BLOSSIE REED 




MARY LEE TAYLOR 
JESSIE MAE TUCKER 
BERNICE TRUMBLE 
MADELINE TAYLOR 





LEONA M. WRIGHT 
LUELLA WELLS 
ESTELLA WILLIAMS 





BESSIE E. ORANGE 
OVELLA TATUM 
HATTIE BELLE JONES 
GEORGIA SMITH 
Vw PUAirnc * *i7 
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JUNIOR HISTORY 
CI.ASS COLORS : Pea Green and Pink. 
Junior Class this year is one of the best in years, both in number and 
ill. 'n point of ability. It was well represented in every phase of the college 
life, having stars on the football and baseball clubs, and also the track-
team. Some of the best orators and elocutionists on the campus were Juniors. 
Much is expected of a Junior Class, especially in Prairie View, since it outnum­
bers every other class almost two to one, and the class of '18 has done unusually 
well in coming up to such expectations. 
It is to be hoped that all will return another year and grace the ranks of the 
Seniors, an honor that most of them have fully earned. 
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SOPHOMORE ROLL 



















BIRDIE L. GARDENER 









MARY D. PURTLE 
EFFIE PALMER 
FRED PATTERSON 








L. J. MARLINGTON 
BESSIE WRIGHT 
BESSIE WALLACE 







LYLA B. ROBINSON 
MARY MUCKELROY 
H. H. MCDONALD 
JOHNNIE KERL 
EDNA BROWN 





A. W. YOUNG 
HELEN REEDY 









C. E. HOOEY 







A. K. MILLER 
WILLIE NOBLES 
JAMES NAILS 




C. S. SHANKLIN 





H. D. WILSON 
M. W. DUVAL 
ROSCOE GRACE 
D. L. PATTON 
C. W. FRANKLIN 
J. R. BAITY 
THOMAS GIPSORE 























































E. L. RICHARDSON 
HERBERT ALLEN 
ANNIE BARLOW 






LULA V. HUGHES 





MINNIE B. JENKINS 










WILLIE MAE PENN 
JOSEPHINE ROY 
BEATRICE SULDEN 
J. R. TERRY 
WILLIS TURNER 
V. A. WAYETT 
LYDIA WILLIAMS 
MATOR WILSON 
E. F. WOOTEN 























HISTORY OF SOPHOMORES 
MOTTO: "Faithfulness Wins." COLORS: Purple and White 
Sophomore Class was organized September 23, 1915, with an enroll-
il ment of sixty. The following officers were elected: J. R. Terry, presi-
dent; Lucile Davis, secretary; Theo. Scott, treasurer. 
The work and general deportment of the class was not surpassed by any of 
the other classes. The class gradually increased in numbers during the year. 
Under the wise leadership of the teachers in charge the year closed with a fair 
degree of success to more than 90 per cent. The class is to be complimented on 
the spirit of its president, Mr. Terry. 
The present Sophomore Class was organized September 22, 1916, with an 
enrollment of about 175, of which a great per cent were last year students. Mr. 
Terry won the confidence of his class and was re-elected as president, with the 
following cabinet: Lorabelle Barnes, vice president; Bessie Hardway, secretary; 
Willie Penn, assistant secretary; N. Q. Henderson, treasurer; A. L. T. Fed-
ford, chaplain. 
Prof. E. A. Carter, assisted by Miss C. Lewis, directed the class. Honors 
often come to the members of the Sophomore Class. Mr. Tippit will represent 
the class in the annual temperance contest. His talent as an orator will raise 
the standard of the class. The class lost one of its most worthy members, Miss 
Nattie Hardman, of Winchester, Texas. The whole class mourned her loss. A 
very beautiful floral offering was sent to her parents. 
This class, like other Sophomore Classes, had the "pep." 
PI^AiniE > *17 
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FRESHMAN ROLL 
E. W. AMMONS 
FRED BENSON 
C. F. BROWN 
C. F. BOWMAN 
H. BRIGHAM 
A. D. BARTLETT 
W. C. CHATAM 
H. O. BAWRY 
OSCAR CLARKE 
E. H. DOBBINS 
H. T. ELEBY 
G. A. FLOYD 
E. L. FRAZIEK 
GLOBER FLOWERS 
F. C. GILMORE 
E. R. GUESS 
H. T. HUGHES 
C. W. HUGHES 
ANNIE HERNDON 
F. W. HARDY 
CHAS. HUNTER 
E. JOHNSON 




E. R. MINOR 
S. B. MOSLY 
E. MACKEY 
S. A. MAYFIELD 
J. H. MOORE 
LEVI MAYS 
C. M. MASSEY 
H. L. MILLER 
ARCHIE NEALY 
WILLIE NORTH 
T. B. ORUM 
E. W. POWELL 
J. R. REED 
R. D. ROBINSON 
J. N. STEWART 
M. IC. SMITH 
MARCUS SCOTT 
F. S. SHAW 
E. S. SPEARS 
EARNEST THOMAS 
J. W. TERRELL 
DEWBERRY WARREN 
L. M. WARD 
L. V. WOODEN 
LILLIAN BLACKSHEAR 
































W. B. SADBERRY 
EFFIE STADMAN 























I. E. HILL 
EDNA THOMAS 







R. D. ROBINSON 
CHARLES SADBERRY 
WILLIE B. SIMS 
ANNIE BELLE SEATON 
ANNIE WATERS 
MARY B. WATSON 
MATTIE WEST 






































C. S. WILLIAMS 
IRENE TERRELL 
HORACE WADE 
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HISTORY OF FRESHMAN 
MOTTO: "No Victory Without Labor." CLASS COLORS : Red and White. 
C 'HE Freshman Class was organized on the nth of November, and elected the following officers: Charles Langham, president; Earl Minor, vice president; Lillian Hannah, secretary; Violet Richey, assistant secretary; 
J. H. Moore, treasurer; Edward Powell, chaplain; Irene Terrell, reporter. Under 
the leadership of Professor Griggs (Dean of Men) and Miss Sims, throughout 
the whole year the class has entered into all activities of the school with all 
their might. 
Though least in number it has not been least in interest and class work. The 
enrollment of the class for this year was 191. Some of the stars of the College 
football team are members of the Freshman Class : E. R. Minor and Jeff Stewart. 
Some of the members of the Freshman Class were very prominent in the 
Christian pageant. 
The Freshman Class song, "Freshman Melody," was composed by Edward 
* * Powell. Tune, "Red, White and Blue." 
• • 
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Y. M. C. A. 
Jeff Meeks, President J. W. Stewart, Secretary 
J. M. Turner, Vice President J. P. Sutton, Corresponding Secretary 
W. W. Betts, Treasurer 
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M. Reed, First Tenor. Hugh Key, Baritone. 
W. E. Woody, Second Tenor D. Washington, Bass. 









WORDS AND MUSIC BY E. L. BLACKSHEAR 
Down in the Brazos Bottom is the spot where I was born; 
Down among vast cotton fields and seas of waving corn, 
In a little cabin standing by the riverside. 
Texas ! Oh, Texas ! My childhood's pride. 
CHORUS. 
Texas! Oh, Texas! My thoughts are all of thee. 
Texas! Oh, Texas! Wherever I may be. 
But still the Brazos River and my childhood home I see. 
Texas ! Oh, Texas ! I dream of thee. 
Mother still lives in that cabin by the riverside; 
Her children all have left her and they've scattered far and wide, 
But I am going back to cheer her lonely life's decline. 
Texas! Oh, Texas! My heart is thine. 








B < J 
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A. D. EWELL 
Foreman of College Laundry and Director of Band and Orchestra 
For over twenty years Director of Band and Orchestra at Prairie View. 
A lover of music for its own sake. Renders his services 
without compensation 
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MUSIC at PRAIRIE VIEW 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllil 
N the realms of music Prairie View College takes 
a leading part among the Negro Colleges of 
Texas. The chorus of one hundred voices, the 
first of its kind organized in Texas, makes a specialty 
of jubilee songs, thus preserving these treasured melo­
dies of the ante-bellum Negro, to ourselves and to the 
world. 
It has the honor of singing to record-breaking 
audiences in most of the principal cities of Texas, and 
the proud distinction of entertaining the Legisla­
ture in the State Capitol at Austin. For the past few 
years it has been a stellar attraction at the municipal 
concerts of the City of Houston. 
During the school year the students are enter­
tained of evenings on the lawn by the College Band, 
under the directorship of Prof. A. D. Ewell, who also 
directs the College Orchestra, which gives concerts in 
the chapel at pleasant intervals. 
IHfe ' pjvN.mii: > -i 7 sunt 
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ECEMBER the 20th Miss Nickerson rendered an exceptionally pleasing 
piano recital. The entire student body, the members of the faculty and 
their families, and the families connected in other ways with the school, 
formed the audience. 
The program was composed of pieces which, though seemingly difficult, were 
thoroughly enjoyed. In her rendition of "The Music Box" Miss Nickerson re­
ceived prolonged applause. Throughout her program could be detected her admir­
able technique and splendid ability to produce harmonic tones. 
Miss Helen Hagan's recital of January 6th was a second musical feature of 
more than passing interest. Local talent played an important part in tire making 
of the program. Professor Carter gave a reading of Kipling's "Gunga Din," 
while Misses Keeling and Middleton and Mrs. McGee rendered vocal solos. 
The Invincible Four entertained all the students and teachers of Prairie View. 
Two of the principals, the male constituents, were totally blind, but notwith­
standing this they handled their instruments, which included, piano, banjo, violin, 
harp and trombone, in such a manner as to inspire all. In their singing, too, all 
music lovers were given a rare treat. 
Mrs. Maud Cuney Hare, with Professor Richardson, appeared in concert 
recital February 26th. 
The Williams Singers, on March 5th, sang to a crowded chapel. 
Illlillllllllillllllllllllllllllttllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
EXPRESSION 
"Star of the East," a Christmas play, which was staged by Miss M. J. Sims, 
with the assistance of Y. W. C. A. girls, was a pronounced success. 
"A Case of Suspension" was presented by members of the Junior Class. The 
characters played so well their parts as to make the play enjoyable to all. 
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LECTURES 
I 
LMOST the first of the year was Dr. Reeling's lecture, "Growth." This 
lecture was so practical and was given in such a concise, to-the-point man­
ner that all appreciated the talk very much. 
Other lecturers came and went, but none more familiar than Comical "J. O. 
Midnite," by Dr. Charles S. Stewart. Dr. Stewart remained on the campus for 
a few days and took great delight in visiting the class rooms, making the halls, 
visiting the chapel, and wherever he could find some one to make laugh. Though 
Dr. Stewart's mission seemed to be to make others laugh, his talks had a serious 
side, too, which if heeded would have much to do with getting rid of superstitution 
and ignorance. 
Dr. Musselman gave two interesting lectures in the chapel January 21st and 
22nd. In his first, "Life and Education," Dr. Musselman pointed out that life is 
the longing of hunger: Hunger for health, love, beauty, etc.; and that educa­
tion shows how to adapt onesself to these hunger environments. His second, 
"Personality," was not less interesting. 
Dr. Shannon gave a series of lectures on Health and the Eugenic question. 
Incidentally he brought in the simple ways of telling the story of life. These 
lectures, extending from the eleventh through the twelfth, and covering four lec­
tures, were very necessary and helpful to all. 
n 
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DORMITORY JOYS 
TTjf  ̂ t'"s sch°ol, like many others, there are numerous private organizations 
*11 which have for their ultimate end to get a balanced ration, and these 
*** spreads are known in college slang as "functions." These functions have 
such attractive menus the teachers often join, notwithstanding they are against 
the rule. 8 
Among these private societies some of the most famous are, viz: "Cognosco " 
"Extempo," "Mysterious Seven," "I. H. S." "Bucket of Blood Club; "Fatal to 
Chickens About the Campus," "Junior Roosters," "Middle Building Resisting 
Sisters," "Sweet Man's Aggregation," "Ham's Delight," "Mechanical Boys" 
Senior Hall Rats," and "Luckie Hall Aristocracy." 
While eating was the main feature of most of these societies, the famous 
Cognosco discussed the vital points of life and eating became secondary. 
«r ; *• 
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SNATCHES OF CAMPUS LIFE 
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AT THE FOOTBALL 
GAME. 
WAITING, 





the joys of Thanksgiving might be enumerated 
•HI I would give them thus : (i ) A late breakfast; 
(2) enjoyable Thanksgiving program; (3) an 
excellent dinner, and (4) a lawn social, and to crown 
all, (5) a beautiful day. 
Dinner was served in the dining hall, where the 
tables had been tastefully decorated in mosses and 
evergreens. The menu consisted, in part, of roast 
pork, roast turkey with sage dressing, cranberry jelly, 
pickles, celery, fruit, nuts and raisins, potatoes, salad, 
cake and pies. 
Almost immediately after dinner came the lawn so­
cial, which was very much enjoyed by all. 
Vv<- PliAlUlt • "i 7 
ON THE COLLEGE FARM 
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The Return of 
the Prodigals 
pnAjnit - 'i 7 
We the Editorial Board 
in behalf of the Senior 
Class wish to express our 
thanks to Professors 
C. H. Waller and E. A. 
Carter for their kindly 
aid and advice which 
made this volume possible. 
I  
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BOOK VIII 
ADVERTISEMENTS 





Wh atever you 
do, if you like 
this book, let us 
know it by pat­
ronizing our A , 
advertisers. 
9 % 
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Staple and Fancy 














Portrait and Commercial 
Photographer 
Kodaks and Films 
for Sale. Kodak 
Finishing : '• '• 





V e h  i c l e s  1  
Yon find in our store al­
ways New Styles and 
Novelties in Dry Goods, 
Ladies' Hats, Shoes, Cor­
sets, Hosiery and Slippers 
H E M P S T E A D ,  T E X A S  
B.  SCHWARZ 
& SON 
The Fashion Store 
H e m p s t e a d ,  T e x a s  
Men's and Boys' Clothiers 
Big Selection of 
F U R N I T U R E ,  M A T S  a n d  R U G S  
E. A. Thompson 
UNDERTAKER 
a n d  E M B A L M E R  
First-class Funeral Supplies 
L I V E R Y M A N  
GO TO THE 
C i t y  M a r k e t  
For a variety of Fresh Meats, 
Fish and Oysters. We please 
others and will try to please 
you : : : : : 
TELEPHONE 
9 9  
H E M P S T E A D ,  T E X A S  I  1  




H E M P S T E A D ,  T E X A S  
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nip 
JNO. C. AMSLER, President 
L. D. AMSLER, Vice-President and Cashier , 
G. S. OSBORNE, Vice-President 
W. G. MORRISON. Assistant Cashier 
OF HEMPSTEAD 
Capital and Surplus Over $90,000 
"N^OUR account will be ap-
" preciated and the same 
careful attention will be given 
small as well as large accounts 
IIIIIIIIIIII  iiiiiiilllliliiiiil 
H E M P S T i E A D  
T E X A S  
•IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIillllllllllllllM §1111 
T. F. DOBBS M. S. ROBINSON 
S t a p l e  a n d  E a n c y  
GROCERIES 
Cigars and Tobaccos 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy 
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Correct Weights and 
High Quality Goods 
East Side Railroad 
H E M P S T E A D ,  T E X A S  
We Sell— 
Men's Packard Fine Shoes, 
Men's Douglass $3.50 and 
$4.00 Shoes, Men's NoName 
H a t s ,  M e n ' s  F i n e  S h i r t s ,  
Men's B. V. D. Underwear, 
Men's Arrow Collars and a 
Complete Line of 
D R Y  G O O D S  
P a y  C a s h  a n d  P a y  L e s s  
H E M P S T E A D ,  T E X A S  
MllllllllllllilllllllllllllillllUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW 
CHWAMl & CO, 
Dry Goods, Shoes and 
Ladies '  Furn ish ings ,  
Furniture, House Fur­
nish ings  and  Genera l  
i l l  © © © P  
We Solicit Your HEMPSTEAD 
Business TEXAS 
J 
mil iiiimiiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiii minimi niirni iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii| 
5 ^IT I kere is a certainty of satisfaction at Levy s 
I ^ ! wkick marks tkis store as distinctive among 
tr tke mercantile institutions of tkis country •—«••;:«:«—"4 
ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY OF SERVICE 
UNFAILING COURTESY of ATTENDANTS 
STERLING QUALITY OF MERCHANDISE 
RECOGNIZED FAIRNESS OF PRICE 
Tkese, togetker witk tke disposition to correct every 
error, and adjust every reasonakle complaint, 
kave given tkis store tke enviakle reputation 
wkick it enjoys witk tke discriminating puklic 






Dry Goods, Men's Furnishings, Millinery, Notions and Shoes 
T H E  C O M P A N Y  W I T H  A  B A C K I N G  
Known throughout Texas as Wholesalers and Retailers of Dry Goods at the 
lowest possible prices If you are interested in a fair square deal and 
Dry Goods for less money, make this store YOUR store 
Our Motto: "Courtesy First'''' 
C, The most perilous part of 
a man s life is when he 
fancies there s an easier 
way of making a dollar 
than by earning it squarely 
Th<b  0b2n|ann| Mardkamft 
R. C. HILL, Manager 
iiimimu 
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| | Make or Lose 
Money 
OME people have made and are still making money by in-
vesting in real estate, in and near the City of Houston, while 
others have lost, and there is a reason. 
If you do not know all of the "ins and outs" of the real estate 
business, you should never buy or sell land without first getting 
the advice and services of a competent and reliable real estate 
agient. Then your deal will be a safe one and you will make money, 
but if you act on your own or on the judgmeAt of an inexperienced 
and unreliable person you will invariably lose money. 
A wise man knows that if he learns how to do one thing well in a 
i lifetime, he will have accomplished a great undertaking. 
The real estate business is not only a profession, but it is a science, 
which requires several years of practical experience and diligent 
application, before a person may become efficient and therefore 
qualified to give valuable advice and service to those who buy or 
sell land. 
The man who has had more than ten years of practical experience 
and is a pioneer in the real estate business, whose best reference 
are hundreds of satisfied clients, would be delighted to serve you. 
His diligent application to the business places him in a position to 
give you valuable advice and service. 
He handles real estate in all parts of the city, also suburban and 
acreage property, for cash or on time. He wants to serve every­
body. 
Wri te  or  Ca l l  to  See  Him 
|  J .  J .  H A R D E W A V  
HEAL ESTATE AND LOANS 
409Hi Milam Street PHONE PRESTON 2662 Houston, Texas 
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Beautify the Complexion 
n 
77 with • 
| FO-CE-OLO 1 
I Face Cream 1 
The Unequaled Beautifier 
HI 
I USED AND ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS 
1 
1 
/GUARANTEED to remove tan, 
freckles, pimples, liver spots, 
etc. Rids pores and tissue of im­
purities and leaves the skin clear, 
soft and healthy. 
1 
1 
Price 25 Cents 






307 San Felipe Street 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
| 
| Agents Wanted Everywhere 
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1 ANTI-BILIOUS J 
| 
The Vegetable Liver Medicine 1 
• 
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PRICE 25 CENTS I 
== 
Agents wanted—Write for Terms to Agents ii 
1 
ANTI-BILIOUS CO. 




Phil Herbert, Druggist 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 1 











IVe Guarantee Satisfaction 
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED 
PROMPT SHIPMENT 
Phone Us Your Orders 
Qanders 
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS 
J. HARDY HORN, MANAGER 
EVERYTHING IN ATHLETIC GOODS 
Guns, Rifles, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle 
We make a Specialty of Supplies 
for College Athletics. Let us 
know what you want in Uni­
forms, Base Balls, Foot Balls, 
Tennis Supplies, or anything you 
may need. Your orders will 
r e c e i v e  p r o m p t  a t t e n t i o n  . . . .  
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I Crystal Ice Will prepare 
FULL WEIGHT 
you for more 
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efficient living 
|  . W. M. WHEELER 1 i  
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PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS 
STEEL and COPPERPLATE 
ENGRAVERS 
COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL 
ANNUALS A SPECIALTY 
THE MOST COMPLETE BINDERY 
IN THE SOUTH 
TRAVIS AT FRANKLIN 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
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ENGRAVINGS IN THIS ANNUAL BY 
SOUTHWESTERN ENGRAVING COMPANY 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 
